Creative and Scholarly Activity

Refereed Publications since 2010 [* since last Professor Salary Adjustment in 2012]:

* 2015 Almheidat, M., Lee, C. and Famoye, F. A generalization of the Weibull distribution with applications. Accepted by Journal of Modern Applied Statistical Methods

* 2012 Famoye, F. and Ogunsanya, A. Error analysis on the quasi-negative binomial distribution. Accepted by *Journal of Applied Statistical Science*.


Books Published, Articles in Books and Conference Proceedings since 2011 [*since last Professor Salary Adjustment in 2012*]:

2015 Exponentiated exponential-geometric regression model (with Carl Lee). In *Proceedings of 60th ISI World Statistics Congress, 2015, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (Session STS047)*.


2013 Some recent developments in probability distributions (with Carl Lee and Ayman Alzaatreh). In *Proceedings of 59th ISI World Statistics Congress, 2013, Hong Kong (Session STS084)*, p. 2873-2878.

